
Frequently Asked Questions
How many photos will you take?
You can expect 20-30 photos to select from.
Why do I need clean shoes? If I don’t do I really need to take off my shoes?

With young children getting to their level creates an intimate and loving photo. This means 
sitting and laying on the floor. To keep your clothes clean we need to keep the floor clean!

I want to include the grandparents do I need two sessions?
No we can include them in one session.
I want to include my sister/brothers and her/his family do I need two sessions?

In this case the answer is YES. Because we’d like to offer them the full series of 
combinations with their own family as well as your families combined and cousin photos.

Do you have props for newborns?
Babies 0 to sitting (usually at 6-9 months) require extra time and specialized equipment to 
photograph. We are not set-up for individual newborns photos. However we can 
photograph newborns with a family member holding them.
What are you Prices?

PLAY VIDEO

https://www.loom.com/share/68654d541d824e7d94bf4cca678d3e3e


QTY Retouch 
25$ each PKG IMAGE # D P EN WALL ART

 SIZE  PRINT      CANVAS         

11X14 $75 $150

16X20 $100 $200

20X24 $175 $250

24X30 $225 $350

IMAGE TOTAL

ENLARGEMENTS

RETOUCHING FEE (if requested)

SHIPPING (add $25 for enlargements)

TAX  HST 13%

 TOTAL $

Please Fill Out Clearly CHILD’S CLASS

CHILD CC Number Last 4 Digits

NAME Paid Yes     
No

ADDRESS
CC Transaction Number

         
                               Write Email You Signed Up With PHONE#

EMAIL

 Organization:                                             Order#                       

PRINTS (1 Image only per sheet) 

1-8x10__________ $ 35 
2-5x7___________ $ 35 
8-wallets_________$ 35 

I approve the above selections.Orders are professional edited, colour corrected and cropped if necessary. Please note 
additional charges may apply for shipping enlargements. Orders can take up to 3 weeks to ship and you agree we 
may contact, upload, post or use your photo for promotional purposes. A service charge of $39.95 will apply on 
any order changes before production. No refunds after the orders have been produced. 

Any questions please contact Photoworks directly: 416-890-7866 info@photosthatwork.com 

DIGITAL IMAGES 
Digital Image -       	 	 $40 each	 	 	 	  
After 4 each file -   	 	 $15 each 

Example 4-8x10      =  $160  
	 	 	 5th image   =  $  15 
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Frequently Asked Questions
What Should I wear?


